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Chapter

Perception of Soundscape in 
Landscape
Banu Chitra Mookiah

Abstract

Landscape or nature-related design is mostly focused on the visual aspects. As 
a result of increased urbanization, the exploration of the possibilities of a tranquil 
environment concerning landscape enhances the positive effect on the quality of the 
urban population. This can be achieved by understanding and characterizing the 
sonic environment in such a setting. In connection to the visual landscape aspects, 
acoustical cognition in terms of perception of the environment is important. In mod-
ern scenarios; the concept of soundscape is used to discuss the quality of the environ-
ment. In line with this, the chapter reviews the state of the art of literature on various 
definitions, perceptions, and theories of landscape in conjunction with the theories 
of the soundscape and classification of soundscape elements. Also, it reviews the 
soundscape dimension in the landscape through the function of green spaces and its 
impact on quiet/tranquility in an urban context by understanding the role of natural 
and manmade landscape elements on sonic perception along with various methods of 
data collection commonly used for soundscape research.

Keywords: landscape, landscape perception, soundscape, sound mapping,  
urban environment

1. Introduction

The improvement of the soundscape concept evolves with the concept of human 
beings who perceive the world in a multisensory manner [1]. Human beings can 
communicate to the world through the five senses seeing, hearing, smelling, touch-
ing, and tasting. However, sounds environ us everywhere. With the rapid growth 
of urbanization in the 20th century, urban communities are discontented with the 
quality of the urban environment, especially with the urban acoustic environment. In 
[2] performed a pioneering field study of the urban soundscape in a sector of central 
Boston, including several subjects, and tested the perception of sounds and sights. His 
study strongly suggested a need for sonic planning and designs [3]. The [4] defines 
soundscape as an acoustic environment as perceived or experienced and/or under-
stood by a person or people in a given context. The soundscape is usually referred to 
in terms of identifying and describing diverse sound sources in a particular place. In 
general, the soundscape is the combination of all sounds within a given location with 
an emphasis on the relationship between an individual’s or society’s perception [4]. 
Schafer explained the control of visual aesthetics in present societies, where a series 
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of hearing exercises intended to create sonic awareness among people through field 
studies were carried out. These studies were carried out using sound measurements, 
soundscape recordings, and portraying various sound features. This interest directed 
him and a few of his soundscape colleagues to invent a few terms as

Keynote: Sounds that are continuously heard in the given location. This is also 
called background sound (the sound of the train in the railway station).

Sound Signals: Sounds that attract the attention of the people. This is also called 
foreground sound (e.g. announcements in the railway stations about the train tim-
ings, for people to listen)

Sound marks: The sound which serves as a landmark for a particular place.
Lo-fi: The sounds that cannot be heard properly due to the masking of other 

sounds, which acts as a disturbance
High- fi: Sounds can be distinguished since there is only little masking by other 

sounds.
In the process of understanding and defining the soundscape environment of a 

given place, the sensitivity of the people and their preference for a sonic environ-
ment decide the overall soundscape quality of that place. As per the studies, with the 
increase of age people tend to have more inclination toward sounds relating to Nature 
and human activities whereas the young crowd was tolerant towards mechanical 
sounds and loud music. The preference criteria for different sounds add to the char-
acter of a space. Further, it is also observed from the studies that these sounds have a 
strong connection with the people’s landscape preferences, particularly in the absence 
or presence of desirable and undesirable sounds, more than in the acoustic environ-
ment. In most cases, landscapes of these spaces are designed whereas soundscapes are 
not designed. [5] in their study explored that there is a strong connection between the 
preference for soundscape and landscape elements.

2. Characteristics of sound

Sounds are caused due to the vibration created by the motion of a source. The 
more sounds experienced by people are transmitted through the air [6]. The vibra-
tions created cause oscillation in air pressure which results in sound waves that a 
human ear can detect [7]. Sounds are considered to carry information from the 
environment. It acts as one of the major components to communicate with our 
surroundings [8]. Sound also holds the ability to awaken the emotional response 
of people both in positive and negative ways. There have been various studies on 
the various categories of sound based on sound sources [9–12]. The general three 
categories of sound source classification are natural, technological, and human 
sounds [12] as shown in Figure 1. Based on the perception of the people the sounds 
from natural sources are considered to be pleasant whereas sounds from technologi-
cal sounds are considered to be unpleasant and the sounds from human beings are 
regarded to be tolerable [14–16]. In addition to this, the perception or preference is 
connected to other physical components such as a source of the sound, the context of 
the sound, and personal preference [17]. Constant exposure to unpleasant sounds or 
noise can harm the auditory system along with other nonauditory health effects such 
as cardiovascular disease, sleep disturbance, annoyance, hypertension, etc. It also 
leads to mental problems [18]. The constant noise exposure also reduces the quality 
of the environment [19]. In addition to negative effects on health. As per the World 
Health Organization [20], there are 1.0 and 1.6 million Disability Adjusted Life Years 
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(DALYs) annually due to the harmful effects of noise exposure. However, to act as a 
relief there are a growing number of studies that show that natural sounds such as 
birds chirping, water sounds, etc, can be used to reduce the stress level [16, 21].

2.1 Theories and concepts of soundscape

Several scholars proved that nature sounds could act as a healing medium in con-
nection to anxiety and stress [22–24]. As an essential component, to relieve the people 
from the negative impact of urbanization the concept of the soundscape was initially 
developed by the geographer J. G. Grano in the year 1929 who explained the shifting 
of sound from animal sound to mechanical sound in the agrarian landscape [25]. In 
1969, Southworth carried on the study of the soundscape with different subjects on 
the perception of sounds and sights [2]. Further his study strongly recommended 
the need for sonic planning [26]. The Canadian musician Murray Schafer in the year 
1977 coined the term soundscape in his book Tuning of the world with the summary 
collected in his World Soundscape Project [27]. The project by Schafer and his col-
leagues recommended the approach, understanding, and development of soundscape 
by introducing many methods and concepts which form the rationale for soundscape 
study. Followed by Schafer and Truax in the year 1978 study on the terminological 
dictionary and also introduces a series of distinctions and conceptualizations that 

Figure 1. 
Taxonomy of sound source classification (Source: [13]).
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builds the relationship between soundscape and noise research [28]. Moreover an 
organization was formed in the year 1993 to coordinate soundscape research is known 
as World Forum for Acoustic Ecology (WFAE). In the year 2014, the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines the soundscape as the “acoustic 
environment as perceived or experienced and/or understood by a person or people, in 
context” [3]. Around the 1990s, the focus of noise studies shifted toward soundscape 
perception. Generally, the human reaction to noise is related to acoustical factors 
such as sound pressure level. In contrast, non - acoustical factors such as expecta-
tions of the users, context, etc also play a vital role [29]. The soundscape approach 
to noise includes a qualitative perspective which is very constructive from the user’s 
perspective. As mentioned earlier, the city sound experience was first experimented 
with in the World Soundscape Project in the 1960s. Southworth, a city planner in 
the year 1969 investigated the character of the city sounds with visual aspects. He 
suggests the four strategies to deal with city sounds based on planning as cautious 
positioning of noisy activities, new kind of street design, unique vehicular design and 
most importantly masking of unwanted noise by addition of wanted sound [2]. Later 
in the 1970s, the research institute CRESSON highlighted the relationship between 
sound, people, and the environment. The most notable publications of CRESSON 
are Sonic Experience – the wanted and unwanted sounds which can be seen from 
the sound quality perspective of open spaces. Another approach [29] proposes two 
ways of observing sound’s sonic activities and spatial aspects. They also suggested the 
desirable decibel limit of 65-70 dBA above which introduction of new sounds is not 
appropriate unless the reduction in already existing sound pressure level is exercised. 
Further, there have been suggestions to introduce the map to illustrate how sound-
scape can be integrated into the planning process of the UK [30] which was later 
incorporated by De Coensel et al. integrating various activities such as sound walk 
and soundscape simulations [31, 32] created a framework to improve soundscape 
with three stages describing soundscape, factors influencing soundscape, and relating 
possible design interventions to user's perspectives which were evaluated through the 
Kano model.

2.2 Tools and techniques used for soundscape studies

There have been various tools and techniques to conceptualize the soundscape to 
understand the role of the soundscape in experiencing the environment which serves 
as an influential tool in the assessment of soundscape. One of the models developed 
by Hedfors in 2003 is the model of prominence which gives the distinction between 
the total of prominent sounds to the total of background sounds in a given environ-
ment [33]. This model characterizes the soundscape as powerful, mild, clear, and 
crowded to describe the sonic environment. Axelsson et al. included the two dimen-
sions of “pleasantness” and “eventfulness” to understand the variations in the sound 
environment based on the listening experiment with one hundred listeners. Later a 
principal component analysis model was developed with the inclusion of soundscape 
characteristics such as exciting, monotonous, calm, and chaotic [14]. Jennings et al 
proposed an illustrative framework to describe soundscape perception that considers 
aspects such as direction, proximity, foreground, and background of the sonic envi-
ronment [34]. A system based on the evaluation of soundscape in urban open spaces 
was suggested by Zhang & Kang based on the source, space, people, and environment 
[29]. Later a detailed taxonomy was proposed to understand the relationship between 
environment and types of sound sources [35]. Another model was introduced by 
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Herranz-Pascual et al. to seek the interaction between person, activity, and place 
in the environment [36]. The approach suggested a broad way of identifying sound 
sources and improving the soundscape which is based on the identification of wanted 
and unwanted sounds and the possibilities to control them. Based on the urban 
scholar and sound artist [37] a tool was established for urban sound design named 
‘Sonic rupture’ which was centered around five approaches for designing addition, 
subtraction, disclosure, passion, and transformation.

2.3 Methods of data collection in soundscape research

There are various methods for the collection of soundscape data as sound walks, 
Listening tests, behavioral observations, and narrative interviews

2.3.1 Listening test

The method of listening tests is generally carried out to perform the sound evalu-
ation under the controlled condition without which it may be affected by the external 
parameters [19]. Generally, this method is broadly used to evaluate the influence of 
visual aspects without the support of visual material [38]. For carrying out the study, 
a replica of the outdoor environment is usually created. It gives more focus to the 
participant's response in response to the sonic environment [39]. This data collection 
can experiment with a group that has no prior experience and with a varied range of 
participants [39, 40] who can be recruited through the mail [39, 40]. However, the 
interpretation of the data collection requires a significant determination of the hear-
ing capacities of the participants.

2.3.2 Interviews

This method is commonly used in assessing the sound environment related to 
sound quality. This is widely used in evaluating environmental noise and other noise 
pollution [41]. This method is normally conducted with the interaction of users of the 
space from the micro-level as residents of the space to the macro- level users of the 
space as urban space as parks, plazas, squares, etc. This includes the investigation of 
sound quality along with different parameters based on the objective of data collec-
tion [42, 43]. The data collection using interviews was explored in various studies 
[44–48]. The various parameters used for the interview method was adopted on the 
basis of soundscape expectation [49, 50], soundscape description [51], soundscape 
preference [52, 53], soundscape memories [49], soundscape perception [51].

2.3.3 Sound walk

The sound walk method implies the method of conscious listening to the sound 
environment which helps in exploring the multimodal aspect of the surrounding [54]. 
This method is carried out through both qualitative and quantitative data collection 
[16, 46, 47]. As per quantitative data the data collection procedure it varies concerning 
the measurement (duration, measurement, seasons, etc) and varies with a collection 
of data based on the various objectives and for qualitative data, it differs with the size 
of the sample, duration of the sound walk, size of the participants, etc [55, 56]. Sound 
walk procedure is generally carried out individually or in groups based on the prefix trail 
routes using a structured protocol [27, 56]. There have been various studies that have 
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used the sound walk as a tool for the interpretation of soundscapes [57–59]. After the 
initial learning, most of the scholars used the sound walk as an effective tool for inves-
tigating soundscape based on the objective. Many sound walk studies are conducted 
in groups [30, 58]. While conducting the study it is important to maintain a specific 
distance between the participants to avoid the effect of footsteps [58]. In contrast to the 
group sound walk, the individual sound walk can be performed at diverse times and 
days based on the objectives [59, 60]. In the 1970s the soundscape took place in urban, 
rural, and different locations. However, recent studies focus mainly on the urban con-
texts especially urban parks, urban squares, and urban streets [30, 57, 58, 60, 61]. The 
study of the sound walk is generally conducted in locations where there is a broad range 
of sound sources [58]. The range of context varies based on the objective of the study.

2.3.4 Focus group

Focus groups are the additional modality of data collection in which the aim is 
to facilitate discussion based on the specific issue put forth by the scholar. A certain 
topic of discussion comes out with an unbiased opinion. This method engages the 
reflective state of mind of the participants about their previous experience of sound-
scape based on the discussion. It also helps the participants to express their ideas with 
the agreed response from other participants [46, 62].

2.4 Methods of mapping in soundscape research

There have been various methods of mapping soundscape based on the data 
collected on the measurements and these maps are found to be an effective tool in the 
assessment [63]. The noise maps that presently exist and that are recommended by EU 
Directive are in 2D. For the creation of urban sound maps, the model which is based on 
numerical methods is broadly used which provides quality inaccuracy [64]. However, 
these maps have considerable limitations in terms of both sound sources and the 
dynamics of a sound environment. Sound maps created based on sound measurements 
helps to improve the mapping of the soundscape [65–67]. Various applications allow 
participatory sensing to increase the potential of mapping the sound environments 
in the city based on measurements [68–71]. To know the time and spaced relation-
ship concerning such measurements, certain knowledge of the interpolation methods 
can be created to produce sound maps that show the spatial and temporal aspects of 
the sound [72–74]. Studies show that shortening the time of recording proved the 15 
min sampling period as relevant [74]. The shortening recording time of 5 min was 
also found in the literature; however, it should be compensated by a large number of 
measurements [69]. The dynamics in the urban environment can be explained with the 
help of spatial characteristics of the environment. He also mentioned that the repre-
sentativeness in the space based on spatial interpolation of the sound environment is a 
very important factor. Several types of research on describing the methods have been 
explored using urban sound level interpolation as Kriging methods, multi quadratic 
interpolation [67, 75], and (IDW) methods [17, 67, 75]. There have been various studies 
that created the interpolation of sound maps through fixed sound measurement 
stations which provides a useful insight for the city level [75, 76]. However, this is not 
possible as the distance of the measurement station is more and these can be explored 
by model-based methods. Various studies have been suggested for model-based sound 
maps for measurements suggesting that spatial interpolation methods can also be based 
on perceptual assessments [65, 77, 78].
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3. Theories and concepts of landscape

The origin of the landscape was traced back to the 5th century A.D by J.B, Jackson 
in his book “Discovering the Vernacular Landscape” [79]. In the fifteenth century, 
the reasonable depiction of the landscape which emphasizes the visual character and 
symbolic meaning was found in Renaissance paintings [80]. There are significant 
references that define the landscape as a picture representing natural inland scenery 
[81]. According to the landscape convention of Europe, Landscape is defined as an 
area perceived by the people, whose character is the result of the action and interac-
tion of natural and/or human factors’ [82]. This landscape became an expression 
of human thoughts, human beliefs, and human intuition or feelings. Later it was 
incorporated into different parts of the world. The original intent of the word was to 
define a specific parcel of land, and later a particular bounded scene as an object for 
painting. As per Jackson the word ‘land’, means a bordered territory and also refers 
to soil and territory, and as ‘organized land’ based on the characteristic of the people 
who made it. Landscape expresses the (visual) expression of territorial identity. It 
also refers to subjective observation and understanding [83]. In general, the varied 
definitions imply that landscapes are the portrayal of surroundings and aesthetics. 
Moreover, there is various understanding through definitions mainly to understand 
the process of human interaction and to understand the spatial dimension of the 
surroundings.

3.1 Landscape – A cross-disciplinary overview

The term landscape is used by a varied range of scientific disciples retaining dif-
ferent definitions. In broad terminology, the landscape is defined as the “total char-
acter of an area of the Earth” [84]. However, there are dynamic perspectives for 
the term based on different disciplinary contexts as shown in Table 1. According 
to the perspective of art, landscape images are the representations of landscape, 
e.g., as drawings, paintings, or photographs, which are the impressions or illusions 
which evolve in the mind of the observer as two-dimensional objects with added 
colored stains [86]. More importantly, landscapes are defined as the perception as 
demonstrated within the images, however as per archeology landscape was per-
ceived as a backdrop or a setting that is characterized by the interpretation of the 
artist [87]. In general, as per the observations from the historical perspectives, the 
landscape is considered in terms of cultural aspects and is interpreted as a cultural 
landscape that claims landscape as a result of human actions over time which 
gained its importance in the 1990s. Landscapes that are engaged by people through 
which the identities are created. Hence as per ecology landscape is defined as the 
investigation of the human population which induces the changes in the heteroge-
neity of ecological and landscape components. Geographers investigate landscape 
in terms of the region with an integrated spatial view followed by region and zone 
and also different factors such as topography, land use, etc. While the landscape 
is a representation of a relatively smaller unit as per geography, it serves as the 
representation of the earth's surface which makes it a more powerful concept for 
geographers [88]. In explaining the “Principles of Geology” Charles Lyell describes 
the landscape as the result of external and internal factors acting upon the struc-
ture of the earth's surface. Similar to Geographers, Geologists who describe the 
landscape as a geomorphologic process stumbled upon in a certain environment. 
The human action of the landscape where the natural landscape was transformed 
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into anthropized space as a result of human’s fight against space which leads to the 
exploitation of environment. To conclude according to historian’s landscape is an 
analysis of complex interaction between humans and the natural environment and 
the investigation of the same.

3.2 Landscape perception

“Landscape is composed of not only of what lies before our eyes but what lies 
within our heads.” [89]. Generally, perception is the process of deriving information 
through the senses which are an active process between organisms and the environ-
ment [90]. The perception of the environment helps us to understand the environ-
ment diversely. People usually interact with their environment for a purpose. As a 
result, we select spatial information related to our purpose [91]. There are two basic 
modes of perception auto-centric and allocentric as the first one deals with subject-
oriented and the second one deals with object-centered [92]. He explains that the 
components of auto-centric involve the sensory quality whereas the allocentric deals 
with attention and directionality. The terms of perceiving the physical environment 
involve not only physiological phenomena by both social and cultural factors as the 
perception changes based on the individual experience [93]. Hence the perception of 
our surroundings is dynamic based on the individual [55]. In terms of the perception 
of the environment landscape architects must play a crucial role in comprehending 
this relationship.

3.2.1 Visual landscape perception

Although spatial information is received through various senses such as a sense of 
smell, touch, auditory, etc the sense of sight is assumed to be the most valued sense. 
Almost 80% of our sensory inputs are perceived visually [92]. Hence in the environ-
mental assessment studies, the evaluation of visual landscape character is mostly 
taken into consideration [94]. Bourassa 1990 states the two principles of landscape 
aesthetics as biological and cultural in which biological aesthetics deals with the 
aesthetic contentment obtained from refuge or prospect whereas cultural aesthetics 
deals with the aesthetic contentment obtained from the landscape that contributes to 
cultural identity. The concept of aesthetics has evolved from history based on philo-
sophical context.

S. No Various disciples Given the meaning of landscape

1 Geographer Landscape as features in an area

2 Historian Landscape as a record of history

3 Architect Landscape as townscape

4 Academic Landscape as the analysis of meaning in the environment

5 Ideological Landscape as an expression of property ownership

6 Landscape architect Landscape as an object

(Source: Edward Relph, [85])

Table 1. 
Functional classification of ‘landscape’ meaning.
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3.2.1.1 A brief history of aesthetics in the philosophical context

The picturesque beauty of the landscape serves as a concern for the assessment 
of the visual quality of the landscape and its preferences. The concept of aesthet-
ics in environmental psychology gained its importance in ancient times. The 
term aesthetics was coined by a German philosopher [95]. The word aesthetics is 
derived from the Greek word “aisthanesthai” which represents “to perceive” and 
aisthet which means “perceptible objects”. Various philosophers connected beauty 
to truth and symmetry [96]. It was believed that beauty is linked to good and eth-
ics [97]. Aristotle on the other hand, argued beauty in perspective to mathematics 
[98]. He insisted that beauty was associated with size and order which is carried 
out in Rome and Greece where the approaches towards landscapes are connected 
to order, symmetry, proportion, and balance which rose to a concept of classism. 
Apart from this, the concept of modern aesthetics defined beauty as a certain 
composition of colors and Figures giving happiness to the beholder which was 
subjective [99]. Beauty beyond the expression of pleasure or joy was perceived 
as the perfection of sensitive cognition based on intellectual directions [100]. 
Landscape beauty on the other hand is related to our social and natural structure 
[101]. In the 19th century, beauty was perceived in terms of romanticizing Nature. 
During this period landscape was viewed as an object which has some intrinsic 
qualities. However, the perception of objectifying landscape changed during 
the 20th century as the landscape is perceived as relevant to its subject which is 
connected to the people’s experience [102]. Mainly in landscape two approaches of 
visual landscape assessment were observed as subjective and objective. Subjective 
assessment is the assumption of visual quality in relevance to the observer 
whereas the objective approach deals with the characteristics and physical char-
acteristics of the environment. Four various prototypes involve the perception 
of visual assessment of landscape as experts, psychophysical model, experiential 
model, and cognitive model

3.2.1.1.1 The expert’s prototype

This is a paradigm based on the judgment of the experts based on the visual qual-
ity of landscapes. These are based on the characteristics of landscapes as vegetation, 
texture, color, landform, etc, and based on this model the natural ecosystems gain 
their aesthetic value. The disadvantage of this prototype is its inefficiency to consider 
the users’ perceptions [103]. Moreover, the model was criticized due to its consider-
ation of only experts based on the perception of the visual environment; however, it is 
mandatory to incorporate the people’s opinions about the landscapes which the model 
failed to do so.

3.2.1.1.2 The psychophysical prototype

In contrast to the expert’s prototype, the visual quality of the landscape is evaluated 
in terms of public opinion in the psychophysical prototype. The techniques used for 
evaluating this prototype are ranking and categorizing for evaluating the visual quality 
of the landscape [104]. The main objective of this model is to perceive the landscape as 
an external factor without conscious thinking based on its incentive nature.
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3.2.1.1.3 The cognitive prototype

The cognitive paradigm centers on the reason to understand why people prefer 
specific landscapes which are theoretical approaches. This prototype differs from 
the psychophysical paradigm as it influences aesthetic judgment based on the visual 
quality of the landscape. Mostly tools such as semantic differential analysis and a 
checklist of adjectives are considered to evaluate the preferences and meanings of 
such landscapes. Mostly it is based on the evolutionary theories on environmental 
perception however it neglects the physical environment and focuses on meanings 
associated with landscapes

3.2.1.1.4 The experiential prototype

The experiential prototype approach is commonly explored by geographers who 
practice this prototype in “sense of place” studies. This focus on human-environment 
interaction is based on their experience. The experiential approach focuses more on 

Figure 2. 
Theories and concepts of Landscape (Source: Carys Swanwick, [109]).
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subjective than cognitive and psychophysical paradigms. Hence the measurement 
of the dependability and validity of the results is tough. The prototypes classified 
contribute to the overall comprehension of environmental perception. However, 
making use of the public as the center of the prototype is essential [105] assessed that 
landscape architects and geographers intend to use a theoretical and a psychologi-
cal approach in landscape assessment while psychologists use mainly theoretically 
derived psychometric methods. Hence it is very much essential to relate different 
disciples to resolve the conflicts.

3.3 Significance of landscape

Landscapes have a significant role in enhancing the human experience which has a 
wide range of theoretical perspectives [106]. This landscape serves as a cultural image 
in which it represents the pictorial way of representing human surroundings [107]. 
As a result of new concepts and approaches, the landscape ensures a remarkable 
change [90]. Landscape integrates the dynamic and functional relationship between 
the components which serves as an expression of an ecological, economic, and social 
organization [108] as shown in Figure 2.

Landscape helps us to perceive and depict the importance of its resources through 
conservation and enhancement of the same [110]. In general, the landscape origi-
nated from the concept of Nature’s philosophy in which human beings are considered 
as a part of nature which is described as ecological humanism.The landscape can 
be seen as physical geography which is perceived as a concept of space rather than 
trying to create new boundaries [111]. The authors insisted that landscape can also be 
perceived as archeology and human geography in which the allocation, distribution, 
and people were compared and incorporated with the background information of 
the natural environment. Landscapes are argued as “symbolic environments” which 
are created by human acts that confer meaning to the environment [112]. Landscape 
can also act as social constructions that are mediated through the collective human 
experience as it emerges the people with the social setting with the engagement of 
people with the material world.

4. Role of green spaces in an urban context

As a result of growing urbanization, the configuration of recreational space 
in connection to environmental problems such as noise has become a challenge 
since roads and traffic sounds are inevitable in the urban context. Green spaces 
have an important role in addressing these issues as they can increase the health 
and well-being of the citizens in the urban context. They also had the potential to 
provide habitat for biodiversity, especially in urban parks. Moreover, these spaces 
bring tranquility to the urban context which is evident in many studies [113] made 
a specific questionnaire in seeking an answer for quietness in the urban environ-
ment. In response to that, a large group of participants responded that they visit 
green spaces to relax. Therefore, visiting quiet places or going outside actually meets 
a need for quietness in the urban context. Quiet is not a core requirement for such 
acoustic preference in the outdoor acoustic environment. Core requirements include 
congruent soundscape and landscape, and dominant wanted sounds in a place over, 
and not masked by, unwanted sounds [114]. There have been various efforts taken to 
protect such places. E.g. a decade ago the Environmental noise Directive 2002/49/EC 
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suggested the competent authority implement a noise action plan intended to protect 
the quiet areas as urban parks. There have been various definitions of quiet areas as 
quiet areas are those that contribute to the society’s culture and have a specific char-
acter and it does not represent the absence of sound [13]. In addition to that, the END 
defined the specification of the quiet area as 55 dB L day. It is observed that the pos-
sibilities for quiet recreation in urban environments can have a positive effect on the 
quality of life in the urban setting [13, 115] worked on the first-ever evaluation of the 
tranquility of open spaces for the characteristics of both acoustic and visual stimuli. 
They found that the maximum sound pressure level and the percentage of landscape 
features present at a location were the key factors influencing the tranquility of the 
urban context. With this, it is evident that green spaces especially urban parks help in 
exploring the tranquility of the citizens in an urban context.

5. Soundscape dimension in Landscape

As a result of urbanization, more concerns related to sustainability aspects of the 
landscape are taken into consideration by various scholars. In the early 1960s and 
1970s the concept of sustainability under landscape evolve from the ecological point 
of view which is stated with various concepts such as urban metabolism [116], land-
scape urbanism [117], and “design with nature” [118]. In general, the aspects of sus-
tainability include aspects of social, environmental, and economic concerns where it 
could be agreed upon sound, especially in connection to social sustainability [33, 119]. 
Due to the increased urbanization nature, related places act as a pause for stress and 
have been important places for restoration [120, 121]. Especially in an urban scenario, 
these spaces act as a key element in providing tranquility [12]. The extent of land-
scape architecture is a diversified one. It ranges from the micro level as the design of 
individual plant beds to the macro level as planning at the city level. In 1847, Sir Joseph 
Paxton designed Birkenhead Park in England by reclaiming the existing marshland. 
Landscape architecture as a profession gained its value in the year 1858, after the win-
ning proposal of Calvert Vaux and Fredrick Law Olmsted for the design of the central 
park, New York [122]. However, the field had its significance much earlier when 
Geoffrey and Susan Jellicoe portrayed their first recognized examples of landscape 
designs in cave paintings in France and northern Spain, which dated back between 
30,000 and 10,000 BC [123]. The field gained its significance in the direction of 
environmental-related approaches with the idea of a few works of notable landscape 
architects as “design with nature” [118]. McHarg gives an ecological concept that is 
chained to the environmental services which laid the foundation for environmental 
sciences. Because of the regional environment, the emergence of multifunctional 
landscape design has become an important paradigm that addresses varied societal 
pressures such as population growth, and degradation of the environment [124]. Mc 
Harg’s design-with-nature concept is a precursor for the multifunctional landscape 
design in which he focuses on social, natural, and cultural processes and establishes 
the relation between man and nature. Various systems address the integration of 
nature for multifunctional benefits which is the result of Mc Harg Design with nature 
concept [118]. The main feature of this system is the integration and facilitation of 
several ecosystems along with consideration of human interventions which becomes 
an integral part of the ecosystem [118]. With this evolved the concept of landscape 
urbanism which is considered to be an aspect of sustainable consideration [117]. As 
an inspiration from McHargian landscape planning, landscape urbanism focuses 
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on natural science with the conception of ecology as the main theme. It attempts to 
engage the natural and cultural system which is on par with the McHargian concept 
which explains the best fit between culture and nature. In his book, design with 
nature he defined landscape architecture as the process of superimposing and syn-
thesis land information. He also incorporated sound data as a source of noise [33]. 
It has been proved that the landscape architects are well-thought-out of sound in 
their experiments. For instance, on the measurement of Lascaux and other caves, 
[125] found that the image representing animals was placed in such a way where the 
aural qualities of such caves would reverberate sound which makes it feasible for 
the animals to come alive. Moreover, the conscious embellishment of garden design 
features such as water features in Renaissance Italy, suikinkutsu in Edo-era Japan, and 
mechanical singing birds of oriental gardens were a few interesting examples of how 
sound was incorporated into the landscape. In line with other aspects of landscape 
architecture, perception, understanding, and function of sound-space associations 
have undeniably diverse among practitioners. Soundscape planning a resemblance to 
landscape planning involves design or management to influence the acoustic environ-
ment of a place to improve the human perception of such an environment. These 
environments are continuously shaped by both social and cultural characteristics of 
society. In general, the urban environment is an ecological entity that comprises three 
factors landscapes, soundscapes, and people [57]. Hence, the diverse human senses 
and the physical environment should be considered together in interpreting urban 
environments [126].

5.1  Influence of natural and manmade landscape elements on soundscape 
perception

Landscape factors have been well-thought-out in numerous studies about sound 
and soundscape perception [2, 115, 127]. People’s landscape preferences play a vital 
role in a significant correlation with the sounds, especially in the presence or absence 
of wanted and unwanted sounds more than acoustic characters [128]. The classifica-
tion of sound sources according to [129] is shown in Figure 3. Biophony refers to the 
sounds which are produced by biological organisms such as birds and insects [10]. 
Geophony refers to running streams, rain, and waves whereas anthrophony refers to 
sounds produced by humans. Among all these sound sources, anthrophonic sounds 
are considered the most dominating sounds because of their capacity to produce high 
energy [129]. It is also considered to mask biophony and geophony sound sources 
due to its high energy. In broad terms, sound sources mingle and interact with one 
another.

Biophony involves the sounds which are produced by living organism as birds and 
insects that are considered to be the most frequent biophonic sound producers [10]. 
The pitch and frequency of their songs depending on whether they are habitat to the 
natural or urban environment. In general, some birds in an urban setting have been 
observed to sing more at the night due to the less intrusive anthropogenic sounds 
[129]. Correspondingly geophony may have an impact on biophony as wind or rain 
which suppresses the bird’s sound or biophony. In many cases, anthropogenic sounds 
are considered to be the dominant as they mask the biophony and Geophony due to 
the strong energy produced. The high influence of these sounds can be mitigated by 
camouflaging them with the addition of positive sounds because relatively enhance-
ment of pleasant sounds was found to reduce the perceived loudness and botheration 
of the receivers. In urban scenarios sounds from nature are typically taken as a means 
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to enhance the acoustic quality [130, 131]. Factors such as the presence of trees 
and natural features contribute to psychological perception by users, even in areas 
with higher sound limits than those that define as quiet areas. Natural sounds are 
those which are produced by organisms (biophony) or by the physical environment 
(geophony) [43]. It is proved from various studies that good soundscape quality areas 
are those with highlighted natural sounds whereas low soundscape quality areas 
are those with highlighted technological sounds [132, 133]. These factors cannot be 
neglected in the soundscape assessment of urban spaces according to [52]. Through 
interviews, [134] showed that natural sounds such as birds twittering and the wind are 
the most expected sounds than sounds from road traffic and aircraft fly-over which 
are considered to be most annoying. Natural sounds and landscape features have a 
significant part to play role in improving the perception of the soundscape [16, 135].

5.1.1 Role of water body in soundscape perception

There have been various categories of water bodies that have a significant contri-
bution to the enhancement or masking of sounds. In an ecological waterscape, acous-
tic comfort is an important element associated with landscape experience. The water 
sounds such as streams and waves of lake sounds were selected as effective natural 
sounds to mask urban noises. In general ponds, lakes, pools, and puddles fall into the 
still-water category whereas waterfalls, rivers, brooks, fountain jets, and cascades fall 
into the moving water category [136]. The level of the water sounds should be simi-
lar to or not less than 3 dB below the level of urban noises [46]. It is observed from 
various literatures that water elements such as jets, fountains, running water, etc. 
have some influence on the soundscape of an urban environment, especially in urban 
parks. It has been noted that sounds from water features improve the urban sound-
scape also mask the unwanted background noise in parks [13]. They can also be used 
to effectively mask other irritating sounds [134]. Brown in 2003 suggested that rush-
ing water can be used as an acoustic camouflage of traffic sounds [137, 138] experi-
mented with fountains and proved that water sounds may have an indirect impact on 
soundscape quality by camouflaging the cap urban of hearing the road-traffic noise. 

Figure 3. 
Classification of sound sources (Source: [129]).
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They conducted a field experiment to explore whether water sounds from a fountain 
had a positive impact on soundscape quality in a downtown park. In total, 405 visitors 
were recruited to answer a questionnaire on how they perceived the park, including 
its acoustic environment. Meanwhile, the fountain was turned on or off, at irregular 
hours. Water sounds from the fountain were not directly associated with ratings of 
soundscape quality. Rather, the predictors of soundscape quality were the variables 
“Road traffic noise” and “Other natural sounds”. The former had a negative and the 
latter had a positive impact. However, water sounds may have had an indirect impact 
on soundscape quality by affecting the audibility of road traffic and natural sounds. 
Traffic noise reduction can be achieved by the introduction of water-oriented sound 
in urban open spaces. [31] suggested that adding fountain sound with low temporal 
variability reduces the loudness of road traffic whereas, the addition of bird sound 
enhanced soundscape pleasantness and eventfulness. The addition of the latter 
was more effective in curbing traffic noise. They also agree with the results from 
laboratory studies that water sounds may mask road traffic sounds, but that this is 
not straightforward. Thus sound should be brought into the design scheme when 
introducing water features in urban open spaces especially since flowing water can 
improve the restoration experience [139].

5.1.2 Role of greenery in soundscape perception

As water features influence the soundscape, the greeneries also help to influence 
the soundscape [140] suggested that tree belts help with noise reduction in open 
spaces and urban parks which decreases the stress on environmental noise for people. 
Besides, [141] proved through experimental research that the effects of hedges, as a 
result, of a combination of physical noise reduction, influence people’s perception. 
The acoustical effect produced by the hedges can be understood as a combination of 
physical noise reduction and its influences on perception. In a study that involved 
the measurement of light vehicle noise reduction by hedges, thick dense hedges were 
found to provide only a small noise reduction at low speeds. Whereas, higher noise 
reductions were found to be associated with an increased ground effect. It is also 
proved that even the trunks could disperse sound [29]. Acoustically soft material, for 
instance, as found in vegetated soil can be used to reduce unwanted sounds while at 
the same time producing other ecosystem services [133]. New physical structures of 
densified urban spaces, if planned appropriately, can be used as screens that separate 
city spaces acoustically [142, 143] proved that viewing natural landscapes as vegeta-
tion and other natural elements generally creates a stronger positive health effect than 
viewing urban landscapes as concrete, buildings, and other man-made structures. 
This is proved by quantitative (EEG evaluation) and qualitative (the questionnaire 
survey) methods which indicate that landscape plants can cause inflated levels 
of noise reduction and psychological noise reduction. There have been various 
researches that show the impact of vegetation on soundscape [128, 144, 145] with the 
help of different methods of data collection. This shows that acoustic dynamics can be 
linked to vegetation structure, even on a micro-scale.

6. Conclusion

The paper reviews the state of the art of literature on various definitions, percep-
tions, and theories of landscape in conjunction with the theories of the soundscape 
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and classification of soundscape elements. Also, it reviews the soundscape dimension 
in the landscape through the function of green spaces. In the modern scenario, most 
conservation aspects are focused on the preservation of natural biodiversity, however, 
diminutive thought is provided to the acoustic heritage which greatly contributes 
to the sense of the place. The same can enhance the social character of the place. 
Moreover, the tranquil ambiance is an essential aspect to appraise the concerned envi-
ronment, especially in urban areas. In terms of landscape, the auditory sense provides 
visual awareness in terms of activities. A better consciousness of sound and other 
senses generates a more pleasant understanding of the surrounding landscape. Hence 
the integration of landscape and soundscape considerations has to be incorporated at 
the planning level in terms of the design of urban spaces. In this paper, the landscape 
element of vegetation and water body has been discussed. However, further research 
can be extended to understand the impact of other landscape elements as different 
footpath materials, soil, seating, hoardings, etc. in relation to soundscape.
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